Abstract: Pattern classification is a central problem in machine learning, with a wide array of applications, and rule-based classifiers are one of the most prominent approaches. Among these classifiers, Incremental Rule Learning algorithms combine the advantages of classic Pittsburg and Michigan approaches, while, on the other hand, classifiers using fuzzy membership functions often result in systems with fewer rules and better generalization ability. To discover an optimal set of rules, learning classifier systems have always relied on bio-inspired models, mainly genetic algorithms. In this paper we propose a classification algorithm based on an efficient bio-inspired approach, Artificial Immune Networks. The proposed algorithm encodes the patterns as antigens, and evolves a set of antibodies, representing fuzzy classification rules of ellipsoidal surface, to cover the problem space. The innate immune mechanisms of affinity maturation and diversity preservation are modified and adapted to the classification context, resulting in a classifier that combines the advantages of both incremental rule learning and fuzzy classifier systems. The algorithm is compared to a number of state-of-the-art rule-based classifiers, as well as Support Vector Machines (SVM), producing very satisfying results, particularly in problems with large number of attributes and classes.
Introduction
The immune system is a complex of cells, molecules and organs that aim at protecting the host organism from invading pathogens. The system's ability to recognize these pathogens is not innate, but can be acquired through a complex learning process, which adapts antibodies to recognizing specific types of antigens. However, the invading agents also evolve rapidly, and to combat them effectively the system must be able to generalize its recognition ability to similar, incomplete or corrupt forms of the antigen. In addition to this antigen-specific response, the system must regulate the diversity of its antibody population so that they are able, as a whole, to recognize a wide array of pathogens while, at the same time, not recognize each other, in order to be able to discriminate the pathogens from the organism's own healthy tissues. These abilities of learning, generalization, noise-tolerance and diversity regulation have made the immune system a suitable source of inspiration for a corresponding bio-inspired model, artificial immune networks.
The response of the immune system is primarily explained by two mechanisms. According to the Clonal Selection [1] principle, when an antigen is encountered antibodies are born to confront it. These antibodies have receptors that adapt their shape through a process similar to natural selection, except on a much faster time scale, in order to better match the corresponding antigen. This evolution algorithms assigning the pattern to the class having the most similar patterns (a typical example being k-nearest neighbors algorithm), while others classify it based on some statistical attributes of the patterns in each class (the most well-known example being Naive Bayes Classifier). However, most algorithms approach the problem in a geometric manner, searching the vector space for hyper-surfaces that separate patterns of different classes. Typical examples of this approach are Support Vector Machines (SVM) and Neural Networks.
Another popular type of geometric classifiers are decision trees, which partition recursively each attribute's range of values into subranges, until a stopping criterion is met. In this manner, decision trees separate the problem space into subspaces, each described by a rule of the form if x i ∈ [l i , u i ] and x j ∈ [l j , u j ] then class. Although all geometric classifiers form a set of rules mapping a pattern to a subset of the problem space, rules of this particular form are easily interpretable, and for this reason, decision trees are often called rule-based classifiers.
However, finding the optimal set of such rules is an NP-complete problem [11] , regardless of the optimality criterion used. As as result, most rule-based classifiers rely on greedy algorithms that partition the space iteratively, with the aim of maximizing some separation criterion, with information gain being the most common. The use of evolutionary algorithms was proposed by Holland [12] as an alternative, leading to learning classifier systems. To implement a such system, two important decisions have to be made, namely, how the chromosomes represent classification rules, and how the evolutionary algorithm is used to evolve them. Traditionally, there have been two main approaches (see [13] for details).
According to the Pittsburg approach [14] , a chromosome encodes a set of rules forming a complete classifier. The genetic algorithm applies crossover and mutation to the best of these rules. Since each chromosome represents a complete classifier, evaluation is straight-forward. However, chromosomes tend to be long, making the search space too large. Morever, either the number of rules has to be decided in advance, or some variable-length mechanisms have to be employed, making optimization even harder. According to the alternative Michigan approach [15] , each chromosome represents an invidividual rule, resulting in much smaller search space, and easier optimization. However, evalution of the rules becomes much more complicated, since they have to be evaluted both individually, as well as in terms of their ability to co-operate, to form a complete classifier.
As a compromise between the two approaches, Incremental Rule Learning [16] algorithms were proposed. According to this approach, each chromosome encodes a single rule, as in Michigan classifiers. However, instead of evolving the complete set of chromosomes simultaneously, the algorithm begins with an empty set and adds a new rule at each iteration. Each rule evolves individually, while patterns that are covered by existing rules are removed from the dataset, to avoid overlap and ensure that newly-created rules search uncovered areas of the problem space. To a large extent, this approach combines the smaller search space of Michigan and cooperation of Pittsburg classifiers.
Regardless of which of the above approaches is followed, there is a number of additional implementation choices which have an important effect on the resulting algorithm.
• If the classifier rules are ordered, they form an if-elseif-else chain, and the pattern can be assigned to the first rule whose condition is satisfied. However, with unordered rules of if-else form, further actions are needed to ensure their co-operation, minimize the overlap, and assign the pattern to a class.
•
The most common form of condition combines clauses of the form x i ∈ [l i , u i ] for each dimension of the problem. These rules form a hyper-rectangle, whose faces are parallel to the axes. However, by using a linear combination of the pattern attributes, oblique areas of the problem space can be covered. These linear rules can be combined to form surfaces of arbitrary shape. Alternatively, inherently non-linear rules can be used, such as spheres, quadratic or ellipsoidal surfaces.
• If the patterns are presented to the classifier one at a time, the fitness of the rules that recognize the pattern increases, while for the others it decreases. If no rule matches the pattern, a new one is created. When the patterns are presented in batch, the algorithm can focus of the total coverage of the dataset by the existing set of rules.
The rules must be evaluated both individually and as a whole. The individual evaluation can be based on either the rule's ability to accumulate high reward values (strength-based) or its ability to predict its reward, regardless of its value (accuracy-based). To evaluate the rule-set as a whole, various criteria can be used, regarding the total coverage of patterns, minization of overlap, fitness sharing, etc.
Most of the rule-based classifiers rely on crisp memberhip functions. To cover all the patterns of the dataset, they often have to create rules covering very few patterns, with low generalization ability. The employment of fuzzy membership functions resolves this problem to some extent, but is not consistent with most existing evaluation criteria.
Outline of the Immune Network Classifier
Based on the biological principles of affinity maturation and immune network theory mentioned in Section 1, a multitude of computational models have been developed (we refer the reader to [17] [18] [19] for an extended overview). While each model differentiates from the others in specific aspects, all of them have in common the fact that they address the problem by maintaining a population of antibodies. These antibodies construct a network in the sense that they perform a task in collaboration (while each single member of the network is incapable of producing results), and that the evolution of each antibody depends on specific qualities of other antibodies present in the network. The evolution of each individual antibody is based on criteria concerning its quality, while the evolution of the network as a whole is based on the preservation of diversity, by removing antibodies that are too similar and replacing them by new ones.
Throughout the evolution of the network, antibodies are born, evolve and die. In particular, new antibodies are born when the size of the population is insufficient to confront the antigens. On the contrary, when the population size increases beyond the desired size, the antibodies that do not considerably contribute to the diversity of the network die, leaving space for the fittest and most diverse antibodies to evolve. Antibodies that both exhibit sufficient quality and contribute to the diversity remain in the network. The evolution of these antibodies is based on the clonal selection principle. That is, for each antibody a number of clones (exact copies of the antibody) are created, and the clones go through a mutation process, producing variants of the original antibody. Among these variants, the best ones survive and are inserted to the network.
However, contrary to the computational models, the aim of the biological immune system is not the recognition, but the elimination of the antigens. The recognition ability acquired is a by-product of this process. The suggested algorithm follows this approach which, not only brings it closer to the biological model, but also yields practical benefits, as shown in the following sections. To incorporate that into the algorithm, we introduce a health factor for each antigen, described by a variable h ∈ [0, h max ]. The use of the term health does not imply that the antigen is beneficial to the organism, but quantifies the degree to which it can withstand the damage inflicted by the antibodies before it is dead. This factor is also an indicator of the strengh of the antigen, and consequently the importance assigned to it by the network.
Each of the antibodies composing the network is dedicated to a particular class of antigens. The antibody weakens the antigens of that class to a degree proportional to its affinity to them, having no effect on antigens of other classes. Consequently, the throughout the individual evolution of a rule, the antibody aims at maximizing its affinity to antigens of the same class. The overall evolution of the network is based on the creation and addition of such rules. If the addition of new antibodies results in large degree of similarity or some antibodies presenting lower-than-average recognition ability, these antibodies die and are removed from the network. At each point, the overall effect of the network to an antigen is proportionate to its total affinity to all the antibodies of the same category in the network. The process continues with the addition of new rules, until all antigens are dead or sufficiently weakened.
For the purpose of pattern classification, each antigen encodes a pattern to be recognized, along with its class, and antibodies encode recognition rules. The following chapters explain in detail the form of these rules, the mutation and evaluation process, and the preservation of network quality and diversity by removing unfit antibodies. The combination of these elements results in the proposed system being a strengh-based, fuzzy incremental rule learning classifier.
Rule Encoding
In constrast to most rule-based classifiers, which encode rules having an if x i ∈ [l i , u i ] and x j ∈ [l j , u j ] then class form, producing hyper-rectangles in the problem space, the proposed method employs rules of ellipsoidal form. Such rules have been used in some cases in learning rule systems [20] [21] [22] [23] . However, ellipsoidal surfaces are computationally complex, and all of the above algorithms rely on some clustering method to decide the number and center of the ellipsoids in advance, while the evolutionary algorithm is used for micro-tuning of the parameters.
On the contrary, the proposed method is a complete algorithm of producing a set of fuzzy rules based on ellipsoidal surfaces. The system evolves such rules dynamically, defining their number so that they cover all of the dataset, while at the same time, not being too similar or having too much deviation in terms of their quality. To simplify the computations, an alternative form of the ellipsoid is used, which, although not completely equivalent, retains its basic characteristics.
Ellipsoid Definition
An ellipse is the locus of the points on a plane for which the sum of distances to two constant points focal points f 1 , f 2 is constant, that is, the set of all x for which
The above locus can also be generated by the linear transform of a circle. As a result, an ellipse can be equivalently defined as {Ax
where A is a matrix representing a linear transform (scaling and rotation), b is the translation from the origin of the axes, and C(0) is the unit circle centered at the origin, producing the equivalent definition
where C = (AA T ) −1 is a symmetric, positive-definite matrix. If Equation (3) is used to create a set of points in a 3-dimensional space, the resulting locus has the property that its intersection with every plane that passes through point b forms an ellipse. In this sense, it can be regarded as a 3-dimensional equivalent of the ellipse, which is called ellipsoid. Althrough this definition concerns only the 3-dimensional space, similar sets of points in higher dimensions are often also called ellipsoids.
The set of points produced using Equation (1) in 3 dimensions does not have this property, which characterises an ellipsoid in the strict sense. Still, it produces a quadratic surface whose points have the same total distance to two other constant points in that space. In this sense it forms a 3-dimensional generalization of the ellipse, and is used in the current algorithm as the basis for recognition rules. This form constitutes a broad-sense formulation of the ellipsoid, which retains the essential geometric characteristics of the ellipse, while also being significantly simpler computationally than the form described by Equation (3).
Fuzzy Pseudo-Ellipsoidal Rules
To produce the classification rule, we first re-write Equation (1) as
which re-defines the ellipsoid as the set of points x for which d(x) = 1, regardless of the size of the ellipsoid. However, all of the above equations describe an (n − 1)-dimensional closed surface in the n-dimensional vector space. Given that this surface is intended to be used as a classification rule, we are concerned not only with the points on the surface, but also with the ones inside the enclosed volume. This set of points consists of the points for which d(x) ≤ 1. Equivalently, we could define the volume enclosed by the ellipsoid, as a membership function given by
where d(x) is the normalized distance of a point x from the two focal points, as defined by Equation (4) . This crisp membership function partitions the space into points inside or outside the space enclosed by the rule. To create a fuzzy rule, this membership function must be transformed to a fuzzy one, so that every point belongs to the rule to some degree. For this purpose, we use the function
where f ∈ [0, +∞] is a parameter defining the steepness of the membership function. It can be seen that for f → +∞ the above equation reduces to (5) . In practice, a typical range for the values of f is f ∈ [2, 8] , since for lower values the function becomes almost uniform, while for larger ones it closely resembles the crisp membership function.
Mutation Operator
Given the critical role of mutation on the evolution of the network, this section provides a detailed description. We first describe the operator used, specifically the non-uniform mutation operator for real-valued features, defined in [24] . After that, we adapt the mutation range of each feature to the particular characteristics of the proposed rule form, and the mutation probability to achieve its most efficient performance.
Non-Uniform Mutation Operator
Given a vector x = {x 1 , . . . , x n } to be mutated, the non-uniform mutation operator acts on each of its attributes with probability p m . Assuming an attribute x i ∈ [l i , u i ] selected for mutation, the operator produces a new value
where
In the above equations, u 1 and u 2 are random values drawn from the standard normal distribution u 1 , u 2 ∼ N (0, 1). The quantity r(t) defines the range of the mutation, which is a function of the current generation t. For the operator to function properly, the value r(t) must be confined in [0, 1] and its value must decrease as t increases. Given a such r(t), the function ∆(t, y) returns a value in [0, y] such that the probability that ∆(t, y) → 0 increases as t increases. As a result, as the training progresses, the produced value x i will be closer to the initial value x i . This property allows the operator to search the problem space globally at first and more locally in later stages of the training.
The originally proposed form of r(t), which is also used here, is
where t is the current generation of the training, T is the total number of generations, and b a parameter defining the decay of r(t) with t. This form has been widely employed in the literature, with typical values of b lying in b ∈ [2, 20].
Mutation Range
For the non-uniform mutation to function properly, each attribute x must be confined in a range [x min , x max ]. To simplify the procedure, all the patterns of the dataset are normalized so that all the values of their attributes lie in [−1, 1]. After the normalization, all the attributes of the vectors describing the focal points of the ellipse also lie in [−1, 1], and can take any value in that range.
On the contrary, the distance r of the surface of the ellipsoid from the focal points can not take any value. Its minimum value must be at least equal to the distance between the focal points, that is
Regarding its maximum value, there is no constraint. However, is should be large enough so that it can cover the whole problem space. As such value, we choose the largest possible distance in that space, that is
where n the number of dimensions. However, the interval [r min , r max ] cannot be use directly as mutation range for the attribute r, since the value of r min changes every time the focal points f 1 , f 2 are mutated. For this reason we define a factor α ∈ [0, 1], which is used for linear mapping from [0, 1] to the current value of [r min , r max ]. The mutation operator is applied to this quantity, and after the mutation of f 1 , f 2 and the evaluation of the resulting r min , the value of r is calculated by
Finally, the shape of the membership function relies on f . For f → 0 the function becomes almost uniform, while for f → +∞ the function resembles the crisp membership. To avoid these extremes, it is confined in f ∈ [ f min , f max ], where the values f min , f max are selected experimentally (with a typical value range being f ∈ [2, 8]) .
Mutation Probability
A central characteristic of genetic algorithms is that they rely mostly on crossover to evolve the population of candidate solutions [12, 25] . Very few members of the population are selected for mutation and, when this happens, it is usually to introduce diversity in the population. For this reason, the algorithms employing mutation usually mutate all the attributes of the solutions. The resulting solution is usually far from optimal, but that is not a concern, because it will be improved with the crossover operator. On the contrary however, immune systems rely solely on mutation to evolve the population, and consequently a different strategy must be used.
The mutation of an attribute of a candidate solution is a random procedure and, as such, it can be beneficial or detrimental to the quality of the individual. When the number of attributes selected for mutation is small, the probability that all, or most or the mutations are beneficial is significant. However, as the number of selected attributes increases, this probability decreases dramatically, and reduces to random search for a large number of mutated attributes.
For this reason, we select a number n m of attributes to be mutated at each generation, and, if n is the total number of attributes composing each solution, the mutation probability of each attribute is set to p m = n m n
It is noted that this probability concerns only the focal points f 1 , f 2 of the pseudo-ellipsoid. The quantities α and f are scalar quantities, and are mutated in every generation of the training.
Evaluation Metrics
In this section we give a brief description of some commonly used rule evaluation metrics (we refer the reader to [26] [27] [28] for more details), and provide a modified evaluation metric for the proposed fuzzy classifier.
Common Evaluation Metrics
With the exception of Pittsburg classifiers, all learning systems rely on a criterion that evaluates rules individually. Most criteria are based on the common precision and accuracy metrics. Assuming that P, N is the total number of positive and negative patterns in the dataset, and p, n the number of positive and negative patterns covered by a rule, accuracy is defined as
This equation can be reduced to h acc = c 1 · (p − n) + c 2 , where c 1 , c 2 are two constants. Consequently, the main characteristic of this rule is that it assigns equal importance to covering a positive and not covering a negative pattern. As a result, rules covering many patterns can receive a high accuracy score, even if they include a large number of negative patterns, reducing the percentage of correct classifications.
Precision is defined as
This quantity evaluates the percentage of correct classifications, but completely ignores the size of the rule, often producing too many rules covering a small number of patterns. Such rules, despite covering only positive patterns, have little or no generalization ability.
As a compromise between the two criteria, the m-estimate has been proposed
This quantity is a modification of precision, requiring that each rules covers at least m patterns. The value of m decides the trade-off between classification percentage and size of the rules, as it is obvious that for m → 0 it converges to precision, while it can be shown that for m → +∞ it converges to accuracy.
Fuzzy m-Estimate
The evaluation metric defined by Equation (16) relies on the number p, n of patterns covered by a rule. However, the proposed method uses fuzzy rules, and so every pattern in the dataset is covered by every rule to some degree. As this degree is quantified by the value of the membership function, we can regard the fuzzy equivalent of p, n as
where µ i is the membership of the i-th antigen to the rule. Moreover, the algorithm assigns to each pattern importance proportional to the strengh of the antigen that encodes it. Given that this value is given by h i for the i-th pattern, the above quantities have to be further modified by weighting the patterns by that quantity, resulting in
This modification ensures that the network assigns maximum importance to stronger antigens (h → h max ), while weak or dead (h → 0) antigens have little or no effect to the evolution of the rule. From an algorithmic point of view, this weight factor leads the search of the space to areas that have not yet been covered sufficiently by existing rules, since in already covered areas h i → 0 and the value of the evaluation metric will be small, while in uncovered areas h i → h max and the metric receives larger values.
By replacing these terms in the original equation, the evaluation metric becomes
This modified criterion combines the original m-estimate with the fuzzy membership function, and makes the proposed method a fuzzy generalization of the Incremental Rule Learning strategy. In particular, as the steepness of the membership function increases to f → +∞, the value of the membership function converges to µ i → 1, and the health of antigens covered by the rule to h j → 0. Since the contribution of these patterns to Equation (19) reduces to 0, these patterns can be regarded as effectively removed from the dataset, and the behavior of the algorithm converges to that of a standard Incremental Rule Learning system.
Rule Initialization
In traditional learning classifier systems, the rules are randomly initialized [12, 14, 15] , and it is left to the evolution process to lead them to the appropriate areas of the problem space. The same approach can be followed in the proposed system. However, given that the purpose of the training is to cover the problem space to the largest possible extent, it is preferable that the new rules are created in areas that have not been already covered. In our case, these areas are the ones where health h of the antigens has high values.
To detect such areas, each time a new rule is to be created, all the patterns of the dataset are examined as candidate centers of the rule. For each pattern, its nearest neighbors are detected, and the sum of their values is calculated. We note that in this calculation, only the patterns belonging to the same class as the candidate center are included. The value of the sum is given by
The area where H i has the maximum value is the one that has been covered to the least degree up to that point, and the most suitable for a new rule. However, it is not guaranteed that this rule will have a sufficient fitness value. In this case, the produced rule will be removed, and the system will create a new one. Since the removed rule has no effect on the antigens, if the selection was deterministic, the same rule would be created again, resulting in an endless loop.
To avoid this, the pattern that will be the center of the new rule is not chosen deterministically according to the value H i , but instead, by using tournament selection. Each pattern can be selected with probability
where c is such that
Consequently, the selection probability of the i-th pattern is
The above procedure selects the center of a new rule to be created. We note that, since the network is based on ellipsoid rules, each rule has two focal points. Consequently, during the initialization, the two points coincide, since they are given the same initial value. However, this has no effect on the evolution of the rule, since they will be differentiated when the training begins, due to the mutation operator.
The suggested initialization method has a significant impact on the performance of the algorithm. Figure 1 gives an illustrative example, comparing the decay of the average antigen healthh during the incremental addition of 50 rules, for 3 executions of the algorithm, for both initialization methods. The results shown regard the libra dataset (which will be presented in the experimental section), however the effect was similar for all the problems examined. As shown by the figure, the proposed initialization method has the following advantages in comparison to random initialization:
•
The convergence is much faster. Using random initialization, the center of the new rule might be situated in an area that is already covered by other rules, and the mutation operation might fail to lead it to a suitable area. In this case, the rule will be rejected by the network, providing no improvement for that iteration. On the contrary, with the proposed method, it is guaranteed that the new rule will be initialized in an appropriate area.
• To deviation between different runs significantly reduces. As a result, the algorithm achieves more robust behavior.
The coverage of the dataset, and consequently the final performance of the system, improves.
As time progresses and the uncovered areas decrease, it becomes very difficult for the algorithm to detect them, especially in spaces with large number of dimensions. On the contrary, with the proposed initialization, the detection of uncovered areas is almost guaranteed.
Antibody Death
An essential property of the immune network is that it regulates its antibody population, by creating new antibodies and removing existing ones. The birth of new antibodies is aimed at fighting antigens than have not been recognized by the existing ones, while the death of existing antibodies aims at maintaining its population fitness and diversity. In particular, antibodies die when they have significantly inferior fitness or large similarity to other antibodies. At this section we define the two corresponding criteria.
Death Due to Low Fitness
As the network evolves and new antibodies are added, the average fitness of the antibodies that comprise it changes. In most cases, after the training has progressed for a long time and the largest portion of the problem space has been covered by existing rules, it is likely that the new rules will have inferior fitness to the existing ones. In other cases, rules of higher fitness may appear in later stages of the training, increasing the average fitness of the network and rendering some of the existing rules inadequate. In either case, it is desirable that the rules with significantly smaller fitness are removed from the network, so as not to undermine its overall performance. To achieve this, each time a new rule is added, all rules in the network are re-evaluated, and those will significantly smaller fitness are removed.
The evaluation of the fitness of an antibody is indicated by the value of the evaluation metric described in Section 6. To remove the inferior rules, we must look into the distribution of this value among the network antibodies and remove the significantly inferior ones, with some outlier detection criterion. However, the problem is that the fitness values lie in most cases in a small subset of the [0, 1] interval. In such a small interval the value differences are not large enough to consider some points as outliers.
As explained, the evaluation metric evaluates at the same time two features of the rule, namely the number of patterns it covers and the percentage of these belonging to the correct class. Combining these two values in one is suitable choice during the training, because, for a rule to be selected, it must score satisfying values in both these features. On the contrary however, to reject a rule, it suffices that it is inferior in only one of them. Consequently, at this stage we examine each component of the fitness separately for each rule. The advantage of this approach is that these two values have large range of values, and so it is much easier to detect outliers. An illustrative example is given in Figure 2 .
The coverage of a rule is given by
This quantity presents large deviations between rules, being close to zero for some rules and reaching hundrends of patterns for others, making the outlier detection easier. In a similar manner, the precision of a rule can be described as
In contrast to the coverage, this value is confined in [0, 1]. However, for most rules p → 1, so the inferior ones are easy to detect.
To rule out the outliers, we use the common Tukey's range test [29] , based on the interquantile distance. In particular, assuming that the values of the distribution lie in the range [ The outliers are assumed to be the values for which
where IQ = Q 3 − Q 1 is the interquantile distance (range containing 50% of the values of the distribution), and k is a parameter with a non-negative value, with common values in the interval [1.5, 2.5]. Removing rules of lower quality. The two rules in the center of (a) are inferior to the rest, one of them because it covers many patterns of the wrong class and the other because of its small coverage. Although the value of their evaluation metric, shown in (b), is indeed lower, they cannot be easily detected based on that value. However, by breaking the metric down to its coverage and precision components, the differences become much clearer, and the two rules can be rejected as outliers.
Death Due to High Similarity
In a similar manner, the network retains its diversity by removing rules that are too similar to each other. To a large extend this has been assisted by the incorporation of the health factor h in the evaluation metric, as well as the initialization method described in Section 7. Using these two mechanisms, the network assists the coverage of new areas of the problems space, by initializing rules in uncovered areas, and by giving small rewards to mutated clones moving towards the covered ones.
However, given that the evolution is based on random operators, it is still possible that some rule results in some covered area. This becomes more likely as the training progresses, and the problem space is left with large areas with small values, and small areas with large values, which can yield comparable fitness values. To avoid this phenomenon, during the addition of a rule to the network, it is compared to all existing rules. If the new rule presents high similarity to one of the existing rules, only one of them remains in the network, based on the fitness value.
To apply the above, we must define a similarity metric between two rules. The patterns covered by a rule are reflected by the vector containing the value of its membership function for all patterns in the dataset. If for the i-th rule the membership of the k-th pattern is µ ik , then the vector containing all the values of all the membership of all patterns to the rule is
Two rules can be regarded as similar if they cover the same patterns, that is, if the vectors of their membership values are similar. We use as similarity metric the inner product of the two vectors, normalized in [0, 1], giving a similarity of
between rules i and j. After the training of the i-th rule has been completed, and before it is added to the network, its similarity to all the rules in the network is calculated
and the rule with the maximum similarity is selected
If the similarity s ij surpasses a threshold S max (which is a parameter of the training) then, only the rule with the higher fitness value remains in the network, that is
We note that it is sufficient to compare the new rule with the one given by Equation (30) . The similarity cannot surpass the threshold for two or more rules, since two such rules would be similar to each other and one of them would have been rejected in a previous stage of the training.
Formal Description
Having described in detail the elements that make up the proposed algorithm, we provide in this section a formal description. Let A = {a 1 , . . . , a m } be the set of antigens, with each antigen representing a pattern which is to be classified. The attributes of the antigens are normalized to the interval [−1, 1] n , where n is the number of attributes of each antigen. let CA = {ca 1 , . . . , ca m } be the classes of the corresponding antigens. Regarding the initial health of the antigens, it is set to h max = 1 for all antigens. In principle, this value can differ among antigens, since it represents the relative importance the network assigns to each pattern. However, for a classification system with no a priori knowledge of the problem, all patterns are supposed to be of equal importance.
The set of antibodies is initialized to B = ∅. For the evolution of the network, the following steps are repeated while min i∈A h i ≥ h min .
1.
A new antibody is created. Its focal points are set to f 1 = f 2 = a j , where a j is an antigen selected by the rule initialization procedure described in Section 7. The steepness f of the membership function and radius α receive random values from a uniform distribution in [ f min , f max ] and [0, 1] respectively. The class of the antigen cb i receives a random value from the set CA. 2. For a number of T generations, where t is the current generation, the following steps are repeated (a) N C clones (exact copies) of the antibody are created. (b) The mutation range is set to r = 4. For each antibody, the coverage, precision and maximum pairwise similarity is calculated, as defined by Equations (24), (25) and (29) respectively. Outliers, in terms of any of these values, are removed as described in Section 8, producing the current set of antibodies B. 5. The health of each antigen is reduced by a quantity equal to its membership to each antibody of the same class, until its health drops to zero, giving
The loop is repeated until min h i < h min . At this stage, each pattern is assigned to the class of the rule to which it exhibits the largest membership value. Specifically, the pattern encoded by an antigen a j will be assigned to the class cb k of the k-th antibody, where the value of k is given by k = arg max i∈ [1, B ] µ ij (34)
Experiments
In this section, we present an experimental evaluation of the proposed method by testing it on a number of benchmarks datasets from two well-known sources, LIBSVM [30] and UCI Repository [31] . The datasets are presented in Table 1 where, for each problem, the number of attributes, classes and instances are listed, after removing patterns with missing values. In problems where a separate test set is provided, it is used for the evaluation, while for the rest of the problems we used 5-fold cross-validation. Table 1 . Datasets used for the evaluation of the algorithms. The datasets are ordered in increasing number of attributes, and for each one the number of classes and instances are listed. On problems where a test set is not provided, 5-fold cross-validation was used. iris  4  3  150  pima  8  2  768  wisconsin  9  2  683  wine  13  3  178  vehicle  18  4  846  steelplates  27  7  1941  ionosphere 34  2  351  satellite  36  6  2000  4435  optdigits  64  10  3823  1797  libra  90  15  360  musk  166  2  476  dna  180  3  1400  1186  semeion  256  10  1593  usps  256  10  7291  2007  protein  357  3  17,766  6621  madelon  500  2  2000  600  isolet  617  26  6238  1559  mfeat  649  10  2000 The performance of the proposed method is compared against a number of state-of-the-art rule-based classifiers. We have selected one representative algorithm from each major type of learning classifier systems, in particular RIPPER [32] (Incremental Rule Learning), GASSIST [33] (Pittsburg-style classifier), SLAVE [34] (fuzzy rules) and UCS [35] (Michigan-style classifier). These algorithms have been shown to produce the best results in a wide range of comparisons (we refer to reader to [36] for an extended survey).
Dataset Attributes Classes Training Test
To test the statistical significance of the results, we employ two groups of tests: The Friedman [37] significance test, as well as its two variations, Aligned ranks [38] and Quade test [39] , assume that all the compared classifiers have equal performance, and employ post-hoc tests when the null hypothesis is rejected. On the other hand, the two versions of the Wilcoxon test [40] , namely the ranked-sum test and the signed ranks test, provide pairwise comparisons of the algorithms. These tests have been shown [41] [42] [43] to be more appropriate for comparing classifiers that the widely-used Student t-test and sign-test.
Regarding the training, we used a Matlab implementation of the proposed method. For the training of the classifier, N C = 100 clones where created for each antibody, while the number of generations was set to T = 20. The membership function steepness was confined to f ∈ [2, 8] , the mutation range decay was set to b = 5 and the number of features mutated to n m = 10, resulting in a mutation probability of p m = 10 n , where n is the number of features of each particular problem. Based on this value of n, we set of the m-estimate parameter and number of neighbors for rule initialization to √ n. The outlier threshold parameter was set to k = 1.5, and the maximum allowed similarity to s max = 0.9. Finally, the termination criterion was set to h min = 1 e . To evaluate RIPPER, GASSIST, UCS and SLAVE we used the well-known Keel framework [44, 45] , which provides Java implementations of a large number of rule based classifiers. The classifiers were trained using the default parameters set by the framework, which co-incide with the ones proposed by the authors of each algorithm, and the most widely used in the literature.
Finally, in addition to the above, we compare the algorithm to Support Vector Machines. We used the well-known library svmlight [46] , and evaluated SVM by training a binary classifier for each of the ( n 2 ) class pairs and combining the results by voting, an approach which has been show to produce the best results. We used radial basis functions as kernels, while for the values of C and γ we tried all powers of two in the ranges C ∈ [2 −5 , 2 15 ] and γ ∈ [2 −15 , 2 3 ], resulting in 21 × 19 = 399 experiments, one for each (C, γ) value pair. We refer the reader to [47, 48] for more details.
The remaining of the section provides details of the experimental evaluation. We note that for the most of the text, the comments, comparisons and significance tests concern only the rule-based classifiers. The comparison with SVM is given in a separate subsection.
Overall Performance
To test the algorithms, we calculated the percentage of correct classifications of each algorithm on each problem. The results are listed in Table 2 . As evident by the table, AICELL has the best performance in the majority of the problems. In particular, it surpasses GASSIST and RIPPER in 17 out of 18 problems, SLAVE and UCS in 14 out of 18, while it has the best perfomance among all algorithms in 13 out of 18 problems. Moreover, in the problems where is has the best performance, its difference to the second best algorithm is quite noticeable (with the difference having 6.53 mean and 6.16 median value), while on the rest its difference to the best algorithm is significantly smaller (2.82 mean and 1.49 median difference). It is also worth pointing out that the performance of the algorithms changes as the number of attributes of the problems increases, practically partitioning the experiments in two groups. The first group consists of datasets with less than 50 features (the first 7 problems examined). These datasets are some of the most well known benchmarks, and have been widely used in algorithms comparisons. In these problems AICELL has the best performance in iris, wisconsin, wine and ionosphere. It is surpassed by two algorithms in pima, and steelplates, and by UCS on vehicle. However, the overall differences between all algorithms are quite small, and none of them appears to be significantly superior.
On the contrary, however, in the rest of the problems, having a larger number of features, the differences between algorithms are much larger. In these problems AICELL has the best performance in all problems, with the exception of musk, where it lacks severely, and dna, where it is marginally surpassed by SLAVE . However, in the rest of the problems it surpasses all other algorithms, and, what's more, with large difference from the second best algorithm, which surpasses 10% in 4 of the problems.
This fact becomes more obvious in the radar plots shown in Figure 3 , in which the datasets are listed with the number of attributes increasing clockwise. As obvious, on the right semicircle, where the number of features is relatively small, all algorithms have comparable performances. However, as we move to the left semicircle, the performances of GASSIST and UCS significantly decrease. RIPPER and SLAVE have a more robust performance, but still are significantly behind AICELL in most of the problems.
Finally, the distribution of the classifier accuracy on each problem is shown in the box plots of Figure 4 . The distribution of AICELL has the best median value. SLAVE and RIPPER follow, with SLAVE being marginally better. Similarly, the worst-case performance of AICELL is better than the worst performances of SLAVE and RIPPER. On the other hand, GASSIST and UCS have significantly inferior overall performances, in terms of both median and worse-case values, with GASSIST being the worst of the two. Boxplot of the precision of the algorithms tested on the problems mentioned. GASSIST and UCS fall behind in terms of both mean and median value. RIPPER has comparable distribution to SLAVE, despite not having the best performance in any problem. AICELL has the best overall performance, coming very close to SVM.
Friedman, Aligned Ranks and Quade Significance Tests.
The values of the significance tests for the Friedman, Aligned ranks and Quade criteria are shown in Table 3 . As shown, for the Friedman test, the value of p is in the order of 10 −6 , while for Quade even smaller. For the aligned ranks metric, the value of p is quite larger, however it remains an order of magnitude below the usual threshold of 0.05. The results of all tests converge to the conclusion that the differences between the algorithms are statistically significant, and a post-hoc analysis of the results to find the pairwise differences is required. The results of the post-hoc analysis are shown in Table 4 . According to the Friedman criterion, AICELL is better than all algorithms tested. For the comparison to SLAVE, the value of p is marginal, while for the comparisons to the rest of the algorithms the p-value is quite smaller, the differences can safely be regarded as significant. UCS slightly overcomes RIPPER, because of having the best performance of all algorithms in two problems (vehicle and steelplates), while GASSIST has the worst performance among all algorithms. On the contrary, according to Aligned ranks, SLAVE and RIPPER have somewhat better performances, and their differences from AICELL are not statistically significant. On the contrary UCS and GASSIST have much worse performances. The particular criterion, in contrast to the Friedman test, evaluates the overall distribution of the solutions proposed by each algorithm, and not the per-problem relative performances, and for this reason, the overall conclusions are similar to those acquired by the box plots.
Finally, the Quade test combines the characteristics of the two previous tests, correcting the rank of each algorithm on each problem with the performances of the rest of the algorithms on the same problem. As a result, its outcome lies between the conclusions of the two previous tests. With this criterion too, AICELL seems better than all algorithms, but the difference is significant only for the comparisons to UCS and GASSIST.
Wilcoxon Rank-Sum and Signed-Rank Significance Tests
The values of the significance tests for the rank-sum and signed-rank criteria are given in Table 5 . The rank sum test compares the overall distribution of the algorithms' performance. According to this criterion, AICELL has the best performance, followed by SLAVE and RIPPER. UCS and GASSIST have significantly worse performances, with similar results. The difference of AICELL to GASSIST and UCS is statistically significant, being an order of magnitute smaller than the required threshold. The difference to RIPPER is not significant (although it comes close to the threshold), while for the comparison to SLAVE the value of p is quite larger, and the performance of the two algorithms can be regarded as comparable. The overall conclusions of this criterion are similar to those of the boxplots. On the contrary, according to the signed rank test, the ordering of the algorithms is quite different. RIPPER has the worst performance, overtaking AICELL only on the steelplates, and even there with small difference. GASSIST has the second worst performance, being better only in musk, but with bigger difference than RIPPER, while UCS has better performance in 4 problems. However, event with this criterion SLAVE has the second best performance, while AICELL has better performance that all algorithms. Moreover, according to this criterion, the differences are statistically significant for all pairwise comparisons.
Number of Rules
In Table 6 we list the number of rules of each classifier on each dataset. We omit UCS for which, in contrast to the rest of the classifiers, multiple rules trigger for each pattern, and the class is assigned by voting. However, even if we map its function to that of the other classifiers to render the comparison possible, the number of rules is in general too large, reaching thousands for most of the problems examined. As shown by the table, GASSIST produces, by far, the smallest number of rules. However, this is the greatest problem of the algorithm, since this number of rules is insufficient for larger problems, and consequently the algorithm performs badly on them. The small number of rules is an inherent characteristic of the algorithm, regardless of the training parameters. Among the remaining algorithms, AICELL produces the smallest number of rules, in terms of both mean and median value. The difference is small in terms and median value, and slightly larger in terms of mean, due to the large number of rules produced by SLAVE and RIPPER in some particular problems, however the overall differences are quite small and cannot be considered important.
Comparison to SVM
Finally, compared to SVMs, AICELL is surpassed in 13 out of the 18 problems examined. However, the difference in small in gereral, having a mean value of 0.88% and a median of 1.87%. This difference is smaller than the difference of AICELL to the second best rule-based algorithm in each problem (mean 2.43 and median 3.57), and even larger than its difference from the overall second best SLAVE, for which the difference surpasses 5% in terms of both mean and median values.
Moreover, as shown by the significance tests listed in Table 7 , the differences are statistically significant only for the signed-rank test, and, even for that metric, the p-value is marginally smaller than the critical threshold. The second largest difference appears in the Friedman test which, like the signed-rank test, evaluates the number of problems in which each classifier has the best performance. On the contrary, for all other metrics, which evaluate the overall solution distribution, the differences are negligible, with the value of p being close to 0.5. However, it must be noted that the performance of SVM listed here is produced by a very extensive cross-validation C, γ parameter values, and that for most value pairs, the performance is much worse. On the contrary, AICELL exhibits much more robust behavior in terms of parameter values, while the training duration is also much shorter, by orders of magnitude on some problems. Additionally, the rules produced by AICELL are much simpler.
Discussion of Results
In this section, the proposed method has been compared with 4 other algorithms that have been widely used in comparisons and are considered state-of-the-art. Among these algorithms, GASSIST and UCS are generally regarded as slightly superior. However, these conclusions have been drawn from experiments on much simpler datasets than the ones examined here, where the number of attributes does not exceed 30, and the number of classes is 2 or 3 (we refer the reader to [36] for detailed comparison). The problems examined here present significantly larger complexity, in terms of both number of attributes and number of classes, the conclusions are considerably different to those presented in the majority of the literature.
In more detail, according to all metrics, GASSIST has the worst performance. Although it achieves satisfying results, while having small number of rules, on the simpler datasets, its performance deteriorates significantly as the number of features and classes increases. These problems have been acknowledged by the creator of the algorithm himself [49] . RIPPER and UCS follow, with UCS having the best performance in some of the problems and very bad in others, especially the more complex ones, while RIPPER, despite not achieving the best performance in any of the problems examined, has satisfactory performance on all of them. SLAVE achieves the best performance, with significant difference, coming first in more problems than the other 3 algorithms, and second in some harder ones. Moreover, the overall distribution of the proposed solutions is much better than that of GASSIST and UCS, and slightly better than that of RIPPER.
According to all the metrics examined, the proposed method achieves the best performance. The difference is statistically significant in all metrics compared to GASSIST, and in most of them compared to UCS. The difference to RIPPER is close to the critical value for most of the tests, while the difference to SLAVE statistically insignificant with most criteria. However, AICELL achieves the best distribution, and has the best performance in larger number of problems than the rest of the algorithms. Moreover, it has consistently good performance in problems with large number of features and classes, achieving large difference from the second best in some of them. Finally, compared to SVM, AICELL is surpassed in most problems, but the difference is marginal and statistically insignificant in most cases, while the training duration and sensitivity to parameter values is much smaller.
Conclusions and Future Work
We have proposed in this paper a classification algorithm based on an Artificial Immune Network. The proposed algorithm encodes the patterns to be recognized as antigens, and evolves antibodies representing classification rules of ellipsoidal surface. The antibodies evolve individually, so as to maximize the evaluation metric, resembling in this sense classic Michigan-style classifier rules. Additionally, as happens in most immune networks, antibodies of high similarity or low quality are removed from the network.
However, contrary to most immune algorithms, the aim of the proposed algorithm is not the recognition, but the elimination of the antigens. Antigens that have already been confronted have no further impact on the evolution of the network, which helps minimize the overlap between rules, and guide the new rules towards uncovered areas of the problem space. This brings the algorithm closer to Incremental Rule Learning classifier systems, which have been shown to combine advantages of Pittsburg and Michigan classifiers.
In general, incremental classifiers are not compatible with fuzzy rules, due to the fact that they have to remove patterns that are covered by each new rule, whereas, in fuzzy classifiers, all patterns are covered by all rules. However, the modification employed here enables us to compromise the two approaches, enabling the algorithm to take advantage of the lower number of rules and better generalization ability of fuzzy classifiers. As shown, as the steepness of the membership function increases, the proposed classifier becomes strictly equivalent to an incremental rule classifier.
Regarding more specific algorithm design choices, the recognition rules are based on a quadratic surface, which closely resembles that of an ellipsoid, while being computationally simpler. For the evaluation of the rules a fuzzy generalization of the common m-estimate has been employed. For the removal of unsuitable antibodies from the network, a similarity metric based on the inner product of membership function values has been employed, while antibodies are also removed if the have either lower recognition ability or smaller coverage than the rest of the network population, based on outlier detection criteria. Finally, a rule initialization method was proposed, which further helps the algorithm locate uncovered areas of the problem space.
The proposed method was tested against one representative classifier of each type. On the problems examined, the algorithm had better accuracy than both the Pittsburg and Michigan classifiers. Additionally, it produced much fewer rules than the Michigan classifier, while also performing well in more complex problems, contrary to the Pittsburg classifier, which is limited by its chromosome encoding length. The differences are more obvious in problems with larger number of features and classes, where the proposed method significantly outperformed the competition, maintaining both the robustness and small number of rules exhibited by the incremental rule classifier, and the generalization ability of the fuzzy classifier. Finally, compared to Support Vector Machines, the algorithm was surpassed in the majority of the problems, however the differences are marginal and statistically insignificant, while the proposed method is much more robust to the change of training parameters, and generates much simpler and more interpretable rules.
Regarding possible extensions of the present algorithm, the main area to experiment with is the employment of different geometries of recognition rules and different shapes of membership functions. Since different shapes of surfaces could be more appropriate for covering different areas of the problem space, it would be beneficial to combine multiple forms of rules within the same classifier. Additionally the evaluation metric could be extended so that, during the training of each rule, it also takes into account the existing rules, further assisting cooperation.
